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XDOG  was created on 6th Augsts 2023 with a powerful community which is all open

communication for building a better world for stray animals with the partnerships with charities and

Non-governmental organizations. The aim is to bring the crypto world and animal lovers together

and support all the animals that need helps, feeding the hungry animals and adopt them from the

streets and shelters with XDOG community.

XFORCE is a community that focuses on growing the XDOG of volunteer XDOG holders.

Mama-matik is one of XDOG product which blockchain-based, works with donations from users, will

be placed in certain parts of the city and aims to improve the living conditions of stray animals.

In short, X-Dog has joined our world as a superhero dog that improves the living conditions of dogs

and beautifies the world in our disordered world. Wouldn't you like to support it and make your world

a better place?

If your answer is yes, then what are you waiting for? Take your place in the project right away.

     Please study the following legal disclaimer section in full. It is incumbent upon an individual or

entity (which henceforth shall be inclusive) to comply with all legal, financial, tax and all other

laws and to consult with a certified professional before making any pertinent decision. All

information contained here in is in no way exhaustive and does not constitute in part or whole

any contractual relationship, explicit or implied. It is our full intention that the information in this

white paper is accurate and up to date. However, all such information and materials including but

not limited to products, services, technical architecture, token distribution and company

timelines are subject to change at anytime without notice and can never be considered part of a

binding agreement or professional advice. New information will be made available for private and

public contributors and may appear outside of this white paper and is subject to all rules outlined

in this disclaimer. 

   This white paper does not bind or compel any individual to enter into any contract,

contribution, purchase, or binding legal commitment. Furthermore, no sales, contract,

cryptocurrency or any form of payment can be accepted based upon this whitepaper. In

addition, this white paper does not have any capacity to render any of the aforementioned as

binding legal commitments to the contribution of the whitepaper or any pertinent expectations.

This white paper does not constitute any form or opinion which can be considered advice or

solicitation including but not limited to purchasing our token, nor shall it be considered to play a

part in any effect leading to- and including- a contract or investment decision. The whitepaper

has not been examined or approved by any regulatory authority or legal firm. All information in

this whitepaper is not subject to any law and cannot be taken under any regulatory or legal

authority or any rules of jurisdiction. It is here by announced that its publication, distribution and

dissemination do not apply to any laws, regulatory requirements or rules.
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After that, you will have to add the

Binance Smart Chain to your network

list. (Click here for a step-by-step tutorial)

Buy BNB on an exchange (i.e. Binance, Kraken,

Coinbase etc.). Transfer the tokens to your MetaMask

wallet address. BEP-20 addresses start with a “0x”

Download & setup

MetaMask or
TrustWallet

Buy and Send BNB or
MetaMask

View $XDOG and HODL

Head on to PancakeSwap
and swap for $XDOG

A business proposal is aimed at attracting potential clients with what a company sells.

It's a document in either digital or printed form that explains product or service

features, taking into consideration the lead's needs and wants. 

How To Buy

Download MetaMask (a crypto wallet in

form of a browser extension) or 

TrustWallet (an app for your phone).

Click here to head on over to PancakeSwap or use

this address (Address Will Be Updated Here After

Swap Ends) to select XDOG. Set the slippage

tolerance to 5% (sometimes it may be a bit more,

depending on how much demand there is)

Swap BNB for XDOG. Now you need to add XDOG

to your MetaMask (Tutorial here) or Trust Wallet

to view your $XDOG. Lastly HODL!

MAMA-MATIK Schema

https://academy.binance.com/en/articles/connecting-metamask-to-binance-smart-chain
https://academy.binance.com/en/articles/connecting-metamask-to-binance-smart-chain
https://metamask.io/
https://metamask.io/
https://metamask.io/
https://metamask.io/
https://trustwallet.com/
https://pancakeswap.finance/swap?outputCurrency=0xfE11F9E474cE9BDb4eFD15f0038634c70586fED0


ROADMAP

TEAM

PAW 
Founder

CLAW 
Founder

BONE 
Developer

TAIL
Marketing Manager
Tooth - Moderator

EYE
Graphic Designer Hair

Marketing Asistant



Supp TGE Vesting - Lock

Team There is no team
allocation 0 0

Marketing 150,000,000,000
XDOG

0
2 month lock and 
then 5% monthly

Liq 450.000.000.000
XDOG None No vesting

Charity 50.000.000.000
XDOG 0 1 year Locked

Airdrop 50,000,000,000
XDOG

%5
1 year vesting 

Every Month %5

Burn 300.000.000.000
XDOG None No vesting

SOCIAL
MEDIA

TOKENOMICS

XDOG
Token

XDOG
Token_TR

XDOG
Token_ENG

2% Growth Fee

Token Distribution

2% Holders Rewards Distribution

There is a 2% XDOG tax on every buy and sell
transaction. That 2% tax goes to a marketing
wallet. The funds in the marketing wallet will be
used for marketing and further development of
the XDOG Token ecosystem.

For every transaction in the XDOG network 2% fee
is being distributed to the existing holders. That
means you earn XDOG Token (XDOG) just by
holding it in your wallet. Watch your XDOG Token
(XDOG) grows in every transaction!

https://www.pinksale.finance/pinklock/record/1134648?chain=BSC
https://www.pinksale.finance/pinklock/record/1134649?chain=BSC
https://www.pinksale.finance/pinklock/record/1134652?chain=BSC
https://t.me/bojitoken
https://t.me/bojitoken_tr
https://t.me/bojitoken_eng


ROUND
NUMBER OF

PEOPLE
TOTAL TOKEN

AMOUNT
TOKEN AMOUNT

PER USER

1 100 324782800 3247828

2 899 2189848029 2435871

3 2000 3247828000 1623914

4 2000 2435871000 1217935

5 3000 2923045200 974348

6 2001 1624725957 811957

6 10.000 12746100986TOTAL

AIRDROP CLAIM TABLE



EXCHANGES

BUY

Pancakeswap

To buy $XDOG token, click on the following link;

Other CEXs will be here.

https://pancakeswap.finance/swap?+outputCurrency=0xfE11F9E474cE9BDb4eFD15f0038634c70586fED0
https://pancakeswap.finance/swap?outputCurrency=0xF5C924b00fA2712B685bbe800d268046F06eB549

